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I f  X is a compact group with a countable basis, then X may be considered 
both as a Lebesque space and as a compact topological space. If  T is an 
automorphism on X, then T is both a metric automorphism and a homeomor- 
phism on X. In this setting a number of conjugacy invariants have been 
defined. In this paper we consider one of these invariants, the Artin-Mazur 
zeta function [2]. 
In [5] Smale shows that for toral automorphisms defined by a hyperbolic 
map in GL(n, 2) the zeta function can be explicitly computed in terms of the 
eigenvalues of its dual. In this paper we show that for ergodic automorphisms 
on solenoid groups the zeta function can be explicitly computed. In [7] 
Williams shows that the zeta function of the shift map on a solenoid is a 
rational function. We will show that this is not always true for ergodic 
automorphisms on solenoid groups. Finally, we will show that Bowen’s 
result [3] relating the topological entropy of certain maps with the radius 
of convergence of their zeta functions does not always hold for automorphisms 
on solenoid groups. However, a much weaker form of this will hold. 
Throughout the paper X will denote a solenoid group. That is, X will be a 
compact, connected, one-dimensional, abelian topological group, which is 
not locally connected. T will denote an ergodic automorphism on X and Pk( T) 
the subgroup of X of all periodic points of T of period k. I f  we let Nti(T) 
denote the order of P,(T), then we will show that Nk( T) < CO for 
k = 1,2,3,... and hence we can define the zeta function of T by 
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By the duality theory of compact and discrete groups [4] it can be shown 
that the dual, R, of X is isomorphic to a subgroup of the rationals. Further- 
more, if T is an automorphism on X then its dual, T*, acting on R is realized 
as multiplication by a rational m/n with n > 0 and m and n relatively prime. 
T is uniquely determined by and uniquely determines I’*. Since T is assumed 
to be ergodic, we have m/n # & 1. It should be noted that the zeta function 
does not apply when m/n = f 1. We will denote the automorphism whose 
dual is multiplication by m/n by T, where r = m/n. 
We prove the following lemma which provides the basis for computing the 
zeta function. The lemma clearly holds in a more general setting than the one 
in which we are interested. 
LEMMA 1. Let X and T be as above with H a subgroup of X such that 
TH = H. We let Tu denote the restriction of T to H and T denote the factor 
automorphism on X/H. Then if fk : X -+ X is defined by f,c(x) = Tk(x)x-l 
for k a positive integer then the following hold: 
(1) f,CH is a subgroup of H. 
(2) There exists a homomorphism u of Pk(T) onto Hif,H with kernel 
isomorphic to Pk( T)/P,( Tu). 
Proof. (1) follows immediately from the fact that T is an automorphism 
and TH = H. 
If x is an element of a fixed coset under F, then it follows that f/<(x) = 
Tk(x)x-l E I-I. Thus we define u : PJ?l) + H/fkH by 
+W = fdx) . f,(H). 
It is straightforward to see that (T is well defined and that u is a homomorphism. 
In order to see that u is onto we observe that TkfkX C f& and define the 
factor map Sk of Tk in X/fkX. We claim that this map is the identity on 
X/jkX. That is, S,(xfkX) = Tk(x) fkX = xfkX. Since T is an ergodic 
automorphism, then Tk is also ergodic. Hence the factor Sk of Tk is ergodic 
and since Sk is the identity we have X/fkX = (e} or X = ficX. Thus, for 
each y E H there exists an x E X so that T”xx-l = y and we have 
p’“(xH) = Tk(x)H = xyH = xH. 
This implies that xH E Ph( T). Also 
and u is onto. 
u(xH) = fdx) * ficH = rfrcH 
In order to show that ker u is isomorphic to Pk( T)/P,( T,) we define a map 
(II : Pk( T)/Pk(TH) -+ ker u by ‘Y(xP~( TH)) = xH. It is easy to see that a! is 
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an isomorphism of P,(T)/P,( TH) in o t k er u. To see that 01 is onto we choose 
yH E ker 0 with y  $ H. Since P(y) y-l E~&H it follows that ‘P(y)y-l = 
T”(h)h-l for some h E H. Thus T”(yh-l) = yh-l which implies that 
yh-l E P$( T). Also or(yh-lP,( TX)) = yh-lH = yH. 01 is onto and the proof 
is complete. 
COROLLARY. Under the conditions of the above lemma we have the following 
isomorphism. 
PrdT) H 
~[P~W’,(TH)I ’ m ’ 
I f  TT*, r = m/n denotes the dual of the solenoid automorphism T, then 
we can choose an image, R, in the rational numbers, for the dual of X so that 
R contains the invariant subgroup R,, , generated by [ 1 /(mn)]q, q = 0, 1,2,. . . . 
Let PO = 1, A, P3 ,... be the sequence of all positive integers mutually 
prime to mn such that l/pk E R, K = 0, l,... . Then let 
G = (l/[~o 3 P, ,..., ~il%n , 
where [pop P, ,..., pi] denotes the least common multiple of p, ,.. ., pi . 
LEMMA 2. The groups Gi i = 1,2,... defined above satisfy the following: 
(1) GiCRforeachi; 
(2) Gi C Gi+l for each i; 
(3) each Gi is invariant under T,* and (T,*)-l; 
(4) R = U;zo Gi; 
(5) Gi is isomorphic to G<+, for each i. 
Proof. It follows from the group properties of R that if l/p E R and 
l/q E R then l/[p, 41 E R. By induction one sees that I/[p, ,p, ,...,pJ E R 
for each i. This fact combined with the invariance of R,, under T,* and its 
inverse implies (1) and (3). (4) follows from our choice of the p,‘s and (2) 
and (5) also follow readily. 
For each i = 0, 1,2,... let Hi denote the annihilator of Gi in X. It follows 
from Lemma 2 that H,+1 C Hi for each i, nT=, Hi = {e} and that Tfli = Hi 
for each i. Since the action of T,* is given by T,*(m) = (m/n)a where 01 E R, 
we see that the action of fit* is given by 
fk*(ct) = [(m/n)” - l&x. 
LEMMA 3. If R = R,,,n, then N,(T,) = 1 nk - mk 1 fw all k. 
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Proof. Since T;:,, = Tninz it follows that Nk(T,,,) = AYk(Tnlm) and it 
will be sufficient to prove the lemma in case 0 < ~ m 1 < n. We give the proof 
in the case 0 < m < n. The case 0 < 1 m 1 < n, m < 0 follows in a similar 
manner. 
Since the kerf, is the annihilator of Imf,*, it follows that (ker.fiz)* - 
R,,,iImf,j*. We claim that 
R,,/Im fk* = (p + Im fk* : 0 < p < n6 - m”j. 
To see this we note that x E Im fk* if and only if [l/(n” - mk)]x E R,, . 
Since nk - mk is relatively prime to mn for all K, it follows that if 
O~p<n”i-mkandO~q<n”-m”withp#pthen[(p-q)/(n”-mk)]~Rnl,l 
and p -+ Imf,* # q + Imf,*. Now let x + Imf,* E R,,/Im fk* with 
PER,,,,. Then x = s/(mn)l for s and I contained in 2. By the relative prime 
property of nk - mk and mn there exists integers t and q such that 
t(mn)2 + q(nk - mk) = s. Thus 
[s/(mn)z] - t = [s - t(mn)z]/(mn)z = q(nk - mk)/(mn)2 6 Imf,*. 
Since t = p + a(zk - mk) where a andp are integers with 0 < p < nk - mli, 
we see that [s/(mn)z] - p E Im fk* and x + Im fk* = p + Im fk*. 
Since finite abelian groups are their own duals, we have that the order of 
kerf, is nL - mk and hence Nk(T,,,) = nk - mk. 
COROLLARY. If T,. is a solenoid automorphism then N,(T,.) z; / n” - m” I 
for all k. 
Proof. As in the proof of the previous lemma we give the proof in case 
0 < m < n. The case 0 < / m j < n, m < 0 follows in a similar manner. 
Assume that for some k, Nk( T,) > nk - mk. Let x1 , x2 ,..., x, where 
p = n” -- mk + 1 be contained in Pk( Tr) and let V be an open set containing 
the identity in X with the property that xix;’ $ V for i # j. Since 
fly=, H, = {e} and Hi 1 H,+1 for all i, it follows that there exists a positive 
integer 1 such that H, C V. Thus we have xiH, E PJc( TV;,> for i = 1,2,..., p 
where F,. is the induced factor of T, on X/H, . Also xiHz # xjH, for i f  j. 
But this implies that N,(pr) > nk - rn” + 1 which is a contradiction since 
(X/H,)* = G, z R,, . 
Since for each i, (X/H,)* = Gi 2 R,, , we see that if O(HJf,HJ is the 
order of H,/f,H, that the isomorphism (*) combined with Lemma 3 and its 
corollary yield the following: 
(**I 
for all i where TH, is the restriction of T, to Hi . 
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We now state our main theorem. 
THEOREM. Let X and T, be as above and for each k = 1,2,.. . let /lk be the 
largest factor of [ nk - mk [ with the property that l/flkz E R for 1 = 0, 1, 2,. . . . 
Then Nk( T,) = [ nk - mk I//!?, and we have 
s,(t)=exp 2 ‘nk,mk’$. 
I k=l I 
Proof. We give the proof in the case 0 < m < n. The case 0 < ] m j < n, 
m < 0 follows in a similar manner. We fix k and note that N,(T,.) < nk - mk. 
Since nT=, Hi = { e we can choose an N sufficiently large such that if i > N } 
(i to be determined later), then Hi n Pk(T,) = {e}. From (=t=+) we obtain the 
formula 
If we show that O(H,/f,H,) = jgK , we will have proven the theorem. The 
remainder of the proof involves this computation. 
We denote by fk,i the restriction of fk to the subgroup Hi . We recall that 
the action of fk* is given by 
fk*(a) = [(m”/n”) - I]% 
where OL E R. Since Gi is the annihilator of Hi in R, the dual of Hi is RIG, . 
Thus if we let f& : (R/G,) + (R/G,) d enote the dual of fk,i, then we have 
f&(x + GJ = [(mk/nk) - 11x + Gi . 
It follows directly that the annihilator of fk,iH6 in R/Gi is kerf& . Thus the 
dual of Ha/fk,iHi is ker f& . Since Hi/fk,iHi is a finite group it is its own dual 
and Hi/fksiHi z ker.f& . Hence O(Hi/fk,iHJ = O(kerf&). 
We have now reduced the proof to the problem of showing that 
O(ker f&) = /lk . We claim 
ker f  & = {x + Gi : x = s/[p, ,..., pi](nk - mk) E R, 0 < s < nk - mk}. (I) 
To see this we argue as follows. x + Gi E kerf& if and only if 
[(mk/nk) - l]x E Gi . 
Hence x + Gi E ker f  ;c*,i if and only if 
x = nks/(nk - mk)[p, ,...,pi](mn)z E R 
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for some s and 1 contained in 2. Since mn and nk - mk are relatively prime 
there exist integers a and b such that nks = a(mn)l + b(nk - mk). Thus 
nks/(nk - mk)[p, ,...,pJ(mnY = (l/b0 ,...,pil)W(nk - +)I + W(mW. 
However 
b/h, ,...I pi](mn)z E Gi . 
Next we note that if a = a’ mod (nk - mk) and if 
U/[Po ,***, pi](nk - mk) E R, 
then 
(a - 4lCPLl ,**., pi](nk - mk) E Gi . 
Then (I) follows. 
We now have that O(kerf&) < nk - mk and we will compute O(kerfz,i) 
by establishing conditions which are necessary and sufficient for 
S/[Po ,a.*, pi](nk - mk) E R. 
Let cqC be the largest factor of nk - mk such that I/or, E R. If 
Sl[Pll t..-, pi](nk - mk) E R 
then s/(nk - mk) E R. Thus let s/(nk - mk) = sr/~~ where sr and ac are 
relatively prime. This implies that l/a E R and hence that 01 divides 0~~ , 
for if not then [OL, ak] > 01~ and also I/[ 01, (~~1 E R, which contradicts the choice 
of 01~ since [01, CX~] divides ns - mk. Hence s/(nk - mk) = s,/a = psi/ark where 
pcx == 01~ . This implies that 
s = (ps,)[(nk - mk)/ak]. 
As before if 1 = I’ mod 0~~ , and if 
V[P, >*a., f&k E R 
then 
(1 - z’)/[P, ,-*,j%lak E Gi . 
Thus we have shown that if 0 < s < nk - mk and if 
Sl[P, ,***, pi](nk - mk) E R 
then s = (ps,)(n” - mk/ol,) where 0 < ps, < CQ . Hence from (I) we have 
kerf:, = {X + Gi : s = Z/[p, ,..., p&, E R, 0 < Z < CYJ. (11) 
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This implies that kerf& contains at most 01~ elements for all i. We must now 
determine the values of 1 which have the property 
U[P~ ,...,~ih E R. 
From our definitions of (Ye and /3k it follows that Sk must divide 01~ . Let 
be the prime factorization of ale//3, . Since l/z, E R it follows that l/n? E R 
forj = I,..., s. Also using the definition of & , it follows that for j = l,..., s 
there exists a positive integer k, with the property that 
l/nrj-’ E R and l/nj”J 6 R. 
We now choose i sufficiently large so that tzj”j-’ is a factor of [P, ,. .., Pi] 
for eachj = 1,2,..., s. This is possible because of our choice of the sequence 
(p,] t = 0, l,... . 
We will now show that if 0 < 1 < ak then Z/[Pa ,...,PJQ E R if and only if 
Q/& divides 1. We first show that if 1 = q(ak/,Bk) then 
Since 
it is sufficient to show that 
ll[Po ,a**, jilt& E R. 
To see this we factor [p, ,.. ., p&& = t,t, as follows: t, = bk * a, .*. a, where 
the ai’s include all prime factors of [Pa ,..., pi] which are factors of pIc; and t, 
is the product of all prime factors of [p, ,..., pi] which are not factors of ble . 
Hence tr and t, are relatively prime. Since 
Wl = (a, ... %MPo ,..., Pi1 
it follows that l/t1 E R. Now t, = rnp *a* rnil where the mj’s are distinct 
primes and l/rnyj E R since mj is a factor of file . Hence by the closure property 
of addition in R, 
l/t, = l/(mF **- my’) E R. 
Since t, and t, are relatively prime, 
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We must now show that if Z/[p,, ,..., p&, E R then (Y,J/?~ divides 1. Hence 
we assume that Z/[pO ,..., p&, E R and that CX~//~~ does not divide 1 and arrive 
at a contradiction. If  CY~//~, does not divide I then there exists an integer p, 
1 < p < s such that nk does not divide 1. By 
i we know that n’c,v-’ divides [p, ,...,pJ. Hence 
[p, )..., pi]ak/npL~ 
is an integer. I f  Z/[pO ,...,P&Q E R then 
our choice of the integer 
Since E contains at most &-I as a factor, it follows that 2, 
l/n”,-‘n: = l/n~-Sz9 ‘, 
where s 3 1 and Zr and n, are relatively prime. As before we have 
l/n; 
7c -1, s ~ ER. 
However, k, - 1 + s > R, which contradicts the choice of k, . Hence 
UP, ,..*, p&z, E R if and only if c+JBR divides 1. This together with (II) 
implies that kerf& must contain exactly 
~,/<n? ..f n”,s) = 6 
elements. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
In order to construct examples and see how the radius of convergence of 
the zeta function is related to the entropy of the automorphism we prove the 
following. 
COROLLARY. Let {m} be a sequence of positive integers. In order that there 
exist a solenoid group X and an automorphism T, whose dual is multiplication by 
(m/n) (0 < m < n) with the property that 
TV, = exp (f yk$), 
72=1 
it is necessary and suficient that the sequence (Ye} satisfy the following two 
conditions: 
(1) yk divides nk - mk for all k; 
(2) ylc and (nz - ml)/yl are relatively prime for all pairs of positive 
integers k and 1. 
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Proof. Suppose {yk} is a sequence of positive integers satisfying conditions 
(1) and (2). Let pk = (n” - m”)/yl, for each k. Note that (2) implies that /31c 
and yrc are relatively prime for each k. Let pa = 1 and for i > 0 let pi equal 
the least common multiple of the set {/&j : 1 < k < i, 1 < j < i}. Then let 
R = uFGO (I/p,)R,, where R, is as before. For each k, jgk is a factor of 
nk - mk with the property that 1 I/3,” E R for 1 = 0, 1,2,. . . . 
Let LY be a factor of yk . Since yr and /3r are relatively prime for all pairs k 
and 1, it follows that 01 and pj are relatively prime for j = 1,2,... . Thus, 
if l/al E R then l/a = s/pi(mn)z for some s and 1 contained in Z and some 
i = 1,2,... . This implies that ells = p,(mn)z which in turn implies that 01 
must divide (mn)l. However, 01 divides nk - mk, and nk - mk and (mn)l are 
relatively prime, which is a contradiction. Thus /Ik is the largest factor of 
nk - mk with the property that l/flkz E R for I = 0, l,... . By the theorem 
Nk(Tr) = b” - mk>/pk = Yk f or each k. This proves the sufficiency of 
conditions (1) and (2). 
Suppose X is a solenoid group, T, is the automorphism of the corollary 
and .$-(t) = exp[Cz=i y,(t”/k)]. The theorem implies that yk must divide 
nk - dk for each k. Suppose that yk and pz = (nz - mz)/yz contain a common 
factor for some pair k and 1. Since each factor (II of /3, has the property that 
I/& E R for j = 1,2,..., we would have yk > N,(T,) which is impossible. 
Thus condition (2) must also hold. 
We first note that not all sequences satisfying (1) also satisfy (2). For 
example let n = 5 and m = 2 and {yk} be defined as follows: yr = 3, ya = 21, 
ya = 39, y4 = 21 and fork > 4, yk = 5k - 2”. Then (9 - m3)/y, = 3 = yl . 
Secondly, we have already observed that if X and T, are as in the theorem 
and fr,(t) = exp[xz=, yk(tk/k)], then yk must divide / nk - mk j. It is clear 
that the radius of convergence of the series cf, [(I nk - mk l/k)t”] is equal 
to (max{l m I, n})-I. H owever, in [6] it is shown that if h(T,) denotes the 
topological entropy of T, then h( T,.) = log(max{l m I, n}). Thus it follows 
that exp( --h( T,)) is a lower bound for the radius of convergence of the zeta 
function of T,. in general. Bowen’s theorem [3] says that in certain cases 
exp(-k(T)) is equal to the radius of convergence of .$ . The special case of 
Lemma 3 gives that exp(--h( T,.)) is equal to the radius of convergence of 
&- when the dual of X is R,, . 
in case X is the dual of the group of all rational numbers then 
Nk(T,.) = 1 for all k and all rationals Y = m/n. Thus in this case tT,(t) = 
l/(1 - t) for any rational Y # il. Thus by choosing n sufficiently large we 
see that exp(--h( T,.)) is strictly smaller than the radius of convergence of [TV . 
In [7], Williams shows that if T is the shift map on a topological solenoid 
then & is always a rational function. We now use the above corollary to show 
that this is not the case in general for automorphisms on solenoid groups. 
Letn=7andm=3.Thenlety,=4,y,=8andfork>2letyk=7k-3k. 
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Note that since (nP - m”)/y, is always a prime number, condition (2) of the 
corollary is satisfied. Thus, if X is the solenoid group constructed as in the 
corollary then 
tT,(t) = exp 
c 
4t + 4P + t ‘9 P) 
1<=3 
= [(l - 3t)/(l - 7t)] e--16@. 
Hence tr is not necessarily a rational function. As noted above if the dual of 
X is R,,, with 0 < m < n then l,.,(t) = (1 - mt)/( 1 - nt). 
Our last example will display two automorphisms T, and T,.’ such that 
h( T,) = h(T,‘) and tr, = &; but T, and T,’ are not conjugate. Let m = 2 
and n = 5 and let R = R,, with T,. , r = m/n, the automorphism whose 
action in X, the dual of R, is the dual of multiplication by m/n. Choose a 
sequence of distinct primes {p,} such that each p, is relatively prime to mn. 
Let R’ z= (Jo=, [I/@, ... pJ]R,, and let T,’ be the automorphism of X’, 
the dual of RR’, whose dual is multiplication by m/n in R’. Since the pi’s are 
distinct fr = tT , and obviously h(T,) = h(T,.‘). By the work of Arov in 
[I] if T, w&e coniugate to T,’ then there would exist a group automorphism 
U from X onto x’ such that T, = (Szo)-lT,‘S,o, where x0 is translation by 
an element of X. We shall show that no such S can exist. It will suffice to 
show that there exists no p/q which gives the action of an automorphism 
from R to R’. Since for each i(l/p,) E R’, we must have integers s and I such 
that (p/q)[s/(mn)z] = l/p, . Since mn and pi are relatively prime, we have that 
pi must be a factor of q. This clearly cannot hold for each i and p/q cannot 
exist. 
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